
Introduction  
Shadows   grow   long   on   the   Age   of   Sail.   �e   people   who   have   built   their   lives   on   the   jagged   coast   are  
bound   to   the   ocean,   to   the   industry   a�forded   by   maritime   trade,   and   to   a   cold   fate   of   tragedy   and  
loss.  

Broken,   demoralized   seafarers   have   returned   from   doomed   expeditions   with   crude   sketches   of  
islands,   terrified   reports   of   monstrous   sea   beasts,   and   tales   captains   lost   to   paranoia   and   madness.  
Only   the   most   desperate   or   foolhardy   captains   venture   into   the   distant   abyss.  

You,   friend,   are   one   of   these.   To   survive   on   the   sea,   you   will   have   to   practice   the   old   ways.   You’ll  
collect   arcane   knowledge   as   you   explore,   which   you   can   use   to   bend   luck   in   your   favor.   With   that  
luck,   you   can   make   your   name   on   the   waves   beyond   that   terrible   horizon—by   catching   fish   to   stock  
the   cities’   crowded   markets,   salvaging   lost   items   washed   up   on   uncharted   islands,   or   slaying  
monsters   that   haunt   the   ocean’s   blackest   depths.  

�ere’s   renown   to   be   earned   for   anyone   who   can   return   to   shore   with   proof   of   their   exploits.   You  
could   finally   escape   the   shame   of   your   sordid   past,   the   justice   that   you’ve   so   far   eluded,   or   the  
gnawing   frustration   of   obscurity.   Will   you   sacrifice   your   own   crew   and   your   own   sanity   to   ensure  
that   your   ship   rises   with   the   grim   tide?  

Winning   the   Game  
�e   object   of   Grim   Tide   is   to   earn   Renown.   You   win   the   game   by   being   the   first   captain   to   earn   6  
Renown.   You’ll   earn   Renown   by   collecting   resources   at   sea   and   returning   to   ports   with   them.  

Overview  
You’ll   play   as   a   captain   sailing   over   a   sea   of   hexagonal   tiles,   revealing   resources   or   dangers   as   you  
explore   them,   while   random   events   occur   that   change   the   balance   of   risk   and   reward   in   each  
round.   Your   adventures   at   sea   will   include   monster   attacks,   storms,   and   other   threats   both   natural  
and   supernatural.  

You   will   have   to   manage   your   crew’s   morale   as   the   dangers   of   the   sea   gradually   wear   them   down.   If  
they   all   become   demoralized,   they   will   mutiny   against   you,   forcing   you   to   make   an   example   of   one  
of   them   to   make   the   rest   fall   in   line.   Meanwhile,   the   Kraken   lurks   in   the   depths   and   your   actions  
may   disturb   it   and   draw   it   closer   to   you,   increasing   the   risk   that   it   will   attack   your   ship   and   destroy  
your   cargo.   But   if   you   are   able   to   avoid   the   Kraken   and   survive   the   ocean’s   perils   to   return   to   a   port  
with   cargo   intact,   you   can   trade   it   for   renown   to   move   toward   victory.  
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Setup  

Board  
Place   the   ocean   board   in   the   center   of   the   table.   Separate   the   hexagonal   ocean   tiles   into   shallow,  
deep,   and   abyss   tiles.   �e   tiles   with   the   lightest   blue   backs   are   shallow   tiles,   those   with   medium  
blue   backs   are   deep   tiles,   and   those   with   the   darkest   backs   are   abyss   tiles.  

shallow   deep   abyss  

 

Place   the   shallow   tiles   face   down   at   random   on   the  
board   in   the   westernmost   11   spaces,   including   the  
spaces   with   images   and   text   printed   on   them.   Do   not  
place   tiles   on   Kingsfall   port   or   Blackbrooke   port.  

Place   the   deep   tiles   face   down   at   random    on   the   next   14  
westernmost   of   the   remaining   spaces.  

Place   the   abyss   tiles   face   down   at   random    on   the   board  
in   the   remaining   14   spaces.  

Place   the   tentacle   miniature   on   the   tile   in   the  
red-bordered   space   on   the   game   board.   �is   is   the  
Kraken’s   starting   space.  

Place   the   wind   direction   tile   in   the   center   of   the  
compass   rose   on   the   le�t   side   of   the   board.  

 

ocean   board   a�ter   setup  
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Cards  
Separate   the   event   cards   into   3   decks   of   6   cards   each   that   are   identified   by   their   backs:   the   Phase   1  
deck   has   moons   over   a   ship,   the   Phase   2   deck   has   moons   over   a   tentacle,   and   the   Phase   3   deck   has  
moons   over   a   skull.   One   final   card,    Set   Sail ,   will   be   le�t   over.  

Phase   1   Phase   2   Phase   3  
Set  

Sail  

Separately   shu��le   each   of   the   3   phase   decks,   then   remove   2   cards   from   each   of   the   3   decks   and  
place   these   6   cards   back   in   the   box   without   looking   at   them.   �ey   will   not   be   used.  

Make   1   Event   deck   out   of   the   three   phases   by   stacking   the   Phase   1   deck   face   down   on   top   of   the  
Phase   2   deck,   face   down   on   top   of   the   Phase   3   deck.  

If   you   are   playing   Grim   Tide   for   the   first   time,   place   the    Set   Sail    event   card   face   down   on   top   of   the  
Event   deck   so   that   it   is   the   first   card   that   will   be   drawn.  

Place   the   completed   Event   deck   on   the   table   within   reach   of   all   players.  

Tokens  
Shu��le   the   item   tokens   and   place   them   face   down   in   piles   or   stacks   within   reach   of   all   players.   �is  
supply   of   items   will   be   used   to   draw   new   item   tokens   as   they   enter   play.  

Give   each   player   8   Demoralized/Dead   tokens.  

Place   the   fish   tokens,   Arcana   tokens,   and   dice   within   reach   of   all   players.  
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Coastline  
Flip   over   all   the   tiles   that   are   adjacent   to   a   port   on   the   game   board  
(6   total   tiles).   As   each   tile   is   revealed,   prepare   it   as   follows.  

 

Fish    -   collect   a   number   of   fish   tokens   equal   to   the  
number   of   fish   shown   on   the   tile   from   the   supply  
and   place   them   on   the   tile.  

 

Island    -   collect   a   number   of   face-down   item   tokens  
from   the   supply   equal   to   the   number   of   islands  
shown   on   the   tile   and   place   them   on   the   tile.  

 

Monster    -   If   the   tile   has   a   red   background,   it   is   a  
monster.   Do   not   add   any   tokens   to   the   tile.    

Example:   the   six   tiles   adjacent   to   the  
ports   have   been   �lipped   over   and  

prepared.   �e   red   Siren,   and   Harpy  
tiles   have   no   tokens,   but   the   fish   tiles  

with   3   fish   printed   on   them   have   3  
fish   tokens   each,   and   the   island   tiles  
with   1   island   printed   on   them   have   1  

face-down   item   token   each.  
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Player   Setup  
1.    Choose   a   captain   from   the   4   ship   boards.   Each   captain   has   a   di�ferent   backstory   and   ship   color,  
but   they   are   functionally   the   same.   Place   your   ship   board   in   front   of   you   with   the   captain   side  
down.  

2.   Choose   a   First   Mate   from   the   4   first   mate   tokens.   Each   first   mate   has   a   unique   ability.  

3.   Collect   the   plastic   ship   miniature   and   Renown   token   that   match   the   color   of   the   wax   seal   on   the  
le�t   side   of   your   ship   board.   Collect   3   Arcana   tokens.  

4.   Place   your   ship   on   the   starting   port   indicated   on   your   ship   board.   Place   your   Arcana   tokens   at  
the   side   of   your   ship   board.  

5.   Place   your   Renown   token   on   the   le�tmost   (1)   space   on   your   Renown   track.  

6.   Collect   one   of   each   type   of   crew   token:   First   Mate,   Lookout,   Occultist,   Navigator,   Veteran,  
Harpooner,   Gunner,   and   Quartermaster.   All   crew   tokens   except   for   first   mates   have   “Sailor”   printed  
on   one   side,   so   check   both   sides.   Place   the   tokens   in   the   spaces   with   their   names   on   your   ship  
board.  

7.   Except   for   your   First   Mate   (which   is   the   same   on   both   sides),   �lip   all   your   crew   tokens   so   that   they  
are   sailor   side   up.  

Example:   Coleridge   has   placed   his   crew   in   their   spaces   on   his   ship   board   and   �lipped   all   of   his   crew,   except   for   his   First   Mate,   to  
their   Sailor   side.   He   has   also   put   his   Renown   token   on   1   and   set   his   Arcana   at   the   side   of   his   ship   board.  
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Managing   Your   Ship  

Crew   Abilities  
Over   time   you   will   promote   your   crew   members   (see    Promotion   Phase ,   p.   17)   and   they   will   gain  
abilities   that   make   your   crew   stronger.   As   long   as   those   promoted   crew   are   not   demoralized   or  
dead,   their   ability   can   be   applied.   Crew   abilities   are   always   optional.   It   is   your   choice   whether   to  
apply   them.  

Morale  
When   misfortune   befalls   your   ship   or   when   a   monster   defeats   you,   some   of   your   crew   will   become  
demoralized .   When   you   are   required   to    demoralize    crew,   indicate   this   by   choosing   which   of   your  
living   crew   will   be   a�fected   and   covering   their   tokens   with   a   demoralized   token.   All   demoralized  
tokens,   regardless   of   text,   are   functionally   the   same.  

Crew   that   are   not   demoralized   are   considered    ready .   Demoralized   crew   can   be    calmed    to   make  
them   ready   again.   When   you    calm    crew,   remove   their   demoralized   tokens.  

Death  
If   you   are   required   to    kill    a   crew   member,   you   may   choose   any   of   your   living   crew.   If   the   chosen  
crew   member   is   promoted,   they   remain   promoted.   Indicate   their   death   by   covering   their   crew  
token   with   a   dead   token.   If   the   chosen   crew   member   was   demoralized,   indicate   their   death   by  
�lipping   their   demoralized   token   over   to   the    dead    side.   Crew   cannot   be   both    dead    and    demoralized .   If  
you    resurrect    a   crew   member,   remove   the    dead    token   that   covers   them.  

Mutiny  
If   all   your   living   crew   members   are   demoralized,   they   mutiny   against   you.   You   must   choose   one   of  
your   living   crew   and   make   an   example   of   them.    Kill    that   crew   member   and    calm    all   of   your   living  
crew.  

New   Crew  
If   your   last   living   crew   is   killed,   or   if   making   an   example   would   kill   your   last   living   crew   member,  
then   you   must   recruit   a   new   crew.   Your   turn   ends   immediately.   Discard   all   your   cargo.   Remove   all  
tokens   that   cover   your   crew.   If   you   have   lost   crew,   collect   a   token   of   the   missing   crew   type   so   that  
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you   have   one   crew   token   of   each   type.   Flip   all   your   crew   tokens   sailor   side   up.   Place   your   ship  
miniature   on   your   starting   port   space.   Keep   your   Arcana   tokens   and   do   not   change   your   renown.  
Continue   adventuring   with   your   new   crew   on   your   next   turn.  

Mariner’s   Arcana  
You   will   collect   Mariner’s   Arcana   tokens   when   you   explore   new   tiles   (see    Exploration   Phase ,   p.   13),  
and   you   can   use   these   Arcana   tokens   to   in�luence   the   wind   direction,   avoid   or   enhance   event   card  
e�fects,   re-roll   dice   when   resolving   tests   (see    Strength   and   Skill,    below),   or   to   promote   your   sailors  
(see    Promotion   Phase ,   p.   17).  

Strength   and   Skill  
As   you   explore   the   ocean,   you   will   frequently   be   required   to   test   your   crew’s    strength    or    skill .   �e  
strength   and   skill   values   printed   on   your   ship   board   represent   your   crew’s   base   attributes.   �ese  
base   values   are   modified   by   some   crew   abilities   and   items.  

Weapon   items   increase   your   strength   or   skill   but   their   e�fects   are   not   cumulative.   If   you   have   more  
than   one   weapon   in   your   ship’s   hold,   you   may   only   use   one   of   them   for   a   given   test.  

Your   modified   total   strength   or   skill   will   be   the   maximum   number   of   dice   you   can   roll   for   a   test   of  
that   attribute.   You   may   choose   to   roll   fewer   dice,   but   any   dice   you   choose   not   to   roll   are   forfeit   and  
may   not   be   used   for   that   test.   �e   outcome   of   the   test   will   depend   on   the   e�fect   you   are   resolving.  

Any   time   you   test   your   strength   or   skill,   you   may   choose   to   spend   Arcana   to   re-roll   some   of   your  
dice.   Discard   1   Arcana   token   for   each   die   that   you   want   to   re-roll,   then   re-roll   that   many   dice.   You  
may   continue   to   re-roll   your   dice   by   spending   Arcana   as   long   as   you   have   Arcana   to   spend.  

Example:   Smythe’s   base   strength   is   4.   Her   first   mate   is   the   hunter,   who   gives   her   +1   strength.   She   has   a  
Pistol   weapon   item   in   her   hold,   which   lets   her   gain   +2   strength,   but   she   also   has   a   Weird   Idol   artifact   item,  

which   reduces   her   strength   by   1.   So   her   total   strength   is   6   (4+1+2-1=6)  

Renown  
Victory   in   Grim   Tide   is   achieved   by   earning    Renown ,   which   you   will   track   on   your   ship   board.  
When   you   gain   Renown,   move   your   Renown   token   along   the   Renown   track   to   cover   the   star   with  
the   number   of   your   total   Renown.  
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Cargo  
Across   the   bottom   of   your   ship   board   are   your   ship’s   hold   spaces.   �ere   are   three   types   of   cargo:  
fish   tokens,   item   tokens,   and   trophies.  

When   you   acquire   cargo,   place   it   in   one   of   your   ship’s   hold   spaces.   Each   of   your   hold   spaces   can  
contain   3   fish   tokens,   1   item   token,   or   1   trophy.   If   you   do   not   have   space   in   your   hold   for   some   cargo  
you   have   acquired,   you   may   throw   other   cargo   overboard   to   make   room   (see    �row   Overboard ,   p.   16).  

Cargo   spaces   in   your   ship’s   hold  

At   the   start   of   the   game,   you   may   use   only   3   of   your   hold   spaces   (those   with   solid   outlines).   To   use  
the   fourth   hold   space,   you   must   promote   your   Quartermaster.   

Fish  
You   can   catch   fish   at   fish   tiles,   and   trade   them   for   Renown   at   ports.   Sets   of   3   fish   are   worth   1  
Renown   (see    Shore   Leave ,   p.   15).   If   one   of   your   ship’s   hold   spaces   contains   3   fish   tokens,   you   may  
exchange   the   3   fish   tokens   for   1   fish   barrel   token   and   place   it   in   the   same   hold   space.   Fish   barrels  
are   still   considered   fish   and   are   not   items.  

 

 
�e   Ravenous   Seabirds   tile   has  

1   star   printed   on   it,   so   it   is  
worth   1   Renown   as   a   trophy   if  

it   is   redeemed   at   a   port.  

Trophies  
As   a   ship’s   captain   in   a   monster-infested   ocean,   you   will   almost  
certainly   be   attacked   by   the   foul   creatures   of   the   deep.   If   you   manage   to  
defeat   one,   you’ll   collect   its   tile   as   a   trophy   and   place   it   in   your   ship’s  
hold.  

Trophies   represent   proof   of   your   victories   over   monsters,   which   you  
must   take   back   to   a   port   in   order   to   earn   Renown.   Each   monster   tile  
has   a   number   of   star   icons   printed   on   it,   which   indicates   the   Renown  
you   will   gain   if   you   can   defeat   it   and   return   to   a   port   with   the   trophy  
(see    Shore   Leave ,   p.   15).  
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Items  
In   your   travels,   you   will   discover   islands   with   items   that   you   can   collect.   �ere   are   3   types   of   items.  
Any   e�fects   that   refer   to   items   always   refer   to   tokens   of   these   3   types.  

 
Consumables    have   a   gray   wood   grain   border.   A�ter   you   collect   these   items,   you   can  
discard   them   to   use   their   e�fects.  

 

Weapons    have   a   red   border.   �ese   items   increase   your   ship’s   strength   or   skill.   You  
may   keep   extra   weapons   in   your   hold,   but   you   may   only   apply   the   e�fect   of   1   weapon   at  
a   time.  
 

Artifacts    have   a   black   background.   �ese   items   curse   you,   but   they   can   be   redeemed  
at   ports   for   Renown,   as   indicated   by   the   star   icons   printed   on   them.   Artifact   e�fects  
override   any   crew   or   event   e�fects.  

Gameplay  
�e   player   who   has   most   recently   been   on   a   boat   will   be   the   First   Player.   �is   player   takes   the   First  
Player   token   and   begins   a   round   as   follows.  

1.   In�luence   the   Wind  
First   player,   call   for   players   to   in�luence   the   wind   direction.   Any  
player   may   place   any   number   of   Mariner’s   Arcana   tokens   on   any  
direction   spaces   on   the   board’s   compass.   Players   may   continue  
to   add   tokens   a�ter   other   players   in   any   order,   but   they   may   not  
move   or   withdraw   their   tokens   a�ter   they   have   been   placed.  

When   it   seems   like   all   players   are   done   placing   tokens,   call   the  
in�luence   period   to   a   close.   If   no   arcana   tokens   were   placed   or   if  
two   or   more   directions   have   an   equal   number   of   arcana   tokens,  
do   not   change   the   wind   direction.   If   exactly   one   direction   has  
the   greatest   number   of   tokens,   set   the   wind   direction   tile   to   that  
direction   by   turning   it   so   that   its   solid   double   arrowheads   point  
to   that   direction   on   the   compass.  

 

 
Example:   Since   the   greatest  
number   of   Arcana   tokens   have   been  
spent   on   W,   the   wind   direction   tile  
is   set   to   W.  
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Regardless   of   whether   any   one   direction   had   the   most   Arcana   tokens,   discard   all   Arcana   tokens  
from   the   compass   rose.  

2.   Draw   an   Event   Card  
First   player,   draw   the   top   card   from   the   event   deck   and   look   at   the   direction   icon   in   the   upper   le�t  
corner   of   the   event   card.   If   the   wind   was   not   set   during   the   previous   step,   set   the   wind   direction  
tile   to   the   direction   indicated   on   the   card.   If   the   wind   direction   was   set   during   previous   step,  
ignore   the   direction   icon   printed   on   the   card.  

If   no   event   cards   remain,   the   game   ends.   �e   player   with   the   most   Renown   is   the   winner.   In   a   tie,  
the   player   with   the   most   Renown   and   the   most   Arcana   is   the   winner.  

3.   Move   the   Kraken  
First   player,   move   the   Kraken   1   space   in   the   direction   of   the   wind.   If   the   Kraken   cannot   move   in  
that   direction,   do   not   move   it.   �e   Kraken   cannot   move   to   ports.  

Kraken   attacks  
If   the   Kraken   is   on   the   same   space   as   a   player’s   ship,   it   attacks   that   player!   If   you   are   attacked   by   the  
Kraken,   you   must   choose   one   of   the   following   options.  

Endure:   �e   Kraken   destroys   all   your   cargo.   Discard   all   tokens   in   all   your   ship’s   hold.  

OR  

Evade:   �row   a   crew   member   overboard   to   distract   the   Kraken.   Kill   1   crew   and   escape   to   any  
adjacent   space.  

If   the   Kraken   is   on   the   same   space   as   more   than   one   player,   it   attacks   all   players   on   the   space.  
Resolve   the   attacks   in   turn   order.  

�e   Kraken   is   not   a   monster   and   cannot   be   fought.  

3.   Read   the   Event   Card  
First   Player,   read   the   text   of   the   event   card   aloud   and   place   it   face   up   where   all   players   can   see   it.  

Follow   the   event   card’s   instructions.   Some   event   e�fects   must   be   resolved   immediately,   while   others  
will   be   resolved   at   the   start   of   each   player’s   turn.   If   the   instructions   include   an   optional   e�fect,   each  
player   must   decide   whether   they   will   pay   for   the   optional   e�fect   at   that   time.  
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If   the   event   card’s   instructions   include   e�fects   that   are   impossible   to   resolve,   or   impossible   to  
resolve   fully,   resolve   the   e�fects   to   the   extent   that   it   is   possible.  

If   an   event   e�fect   causes   one   or   more   players   to   move   to   the   same   space   as   the   Kraken,   those   players  
are   attacked   by   the   Kraken.   Resolve   the   attacks   according   to   the   instructions   above.  

5.   Players   take   their   turns  
Starting   with   the   First   Player   and   proceeding   clockwise,   each   player   takes   their   turn.   What   to   do   on  
your   turn   is   described   in   the   next   section   (see    On   Your   Turn ,   below).  

6.   Pass   the   First   Player   Token  
A�ter   all   players   have   taken   their   turn,   the   First   Player   passes   the   First   Player   token   to   the   player   on  
their   le�t.   �e   new   First   Player   begins   the   next   round,   beginning   with   step   1:   In�luence   the   Wind.  

On   Your   Turn  
If   the   current   event   card’s   instructions   include   “at   the   start   of   your   turn”,   then   you   must   resolve   its  
e�fects   before   you   do   anything   else.   A�ter   resolving   any   event   e�fects,   your   turn   has   four   phases,  
which   must   be   resolved   in   the   following   order.  

1.   Sailing  
2.   Exploration  
3.   Action  
4.   Promotion  

1.   Sailing   Phase  
Sailing   is   the   primary   way   you   will   move   your   ship   in   Grim   Tide.   You   are   not   required   to   sail   on  
your   turn,   but   if   you   choose   to   sail,   you   must   do   so   before   exploring   tiles   or   taking   actions.   Because  
you   always   sail    before    you   resolve   actions,   you   may   sail   away   from   the   space   that   you   began   your  
turn   on   in   order   to   avoid   resolving   an   action   on   the   tile   in   that   space.   If   you   want   to   take   an   action  
on   the   space   where   you   started   your   turn,   you   may   forfeit   your   option   to   sail.  
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Wind  
�e   wind   direction   determines   how   far   you   can   sail   in   a   given  
direction   on   your   turn.   �e   three   directions   indicated   on   the  
wind   direction   tile   by   double   arrowheads   (both   solid   and  
outlined)   are    with   the   wind .   You   may   sail   up   to   a   total   of   2   spaces   in  
these   directions.   �e   other   three   directions   are    against   the   wind .  
You   may   sail   only   1   space   in   one   of   these   directions.  

You   may   sail   1   space   in   each   of   two   directions   as   long   as   both   of  
the   directions   are   with   the   wind,   but   you   may   not   sail   1   space  
with   the   wind   and   1   space   against.  

If   the   wind   direction   is   SE,   then   SW,   SE,  
and   E   are   with   the   wind,   while   W,   NW,  
and   NE   are   against   the   wind.  

To   remember   how   many   spaces   you   can   sail,   look   at   the   number   of   arrowheads   on   the   wind  
direction   tile.   �e   number   of   arrowheads   pointing   in   each   direction   is   the   number   of   spaces   you  
can   sail   in   that   direction.  

If   you   sail   more   than   1   space,   ignore   any   tiles   you   sail   over   and   continue   your   turn   on   the   space  
where   you   stop   sailing.   Sometimes   tiles   will   be   removed   from   the   board.   You   can   sail   on   these  
empty   ocean   spaces   as   normal.  

Restrictions   and   special   movements  
You   may   not   sail   through   or   sail   to   a   space   with   the   Kraken   in   it.  

Other   players   may   choose   to   prevent   you   from   moving   through   the   spaces   their   ships   occupy   (see  
Blockade ,   p.   17).  

Some   ship   movements   ( escape    and    storm )   are   not   considered   sailing.   �ese   other   movements  
ignore   the   above   restrictions   and   are   always   resolved   as   written   to   the   extent   that   it   is   possible   to  
do   so.   You   can   move   to   a   port   space   via   one   of   these   special   movements.   You   can   also   be   moved   to   a  
space   with   the   Kraken   by   one   of   these   special   movements,   which   causes   the   Kraken   to   attack   your  
ship.  
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2.   Exploration   Phase  
If   you   sail   to   an    unexplored    (face-down)   tile,   or   if   you   begin   your   turn   on   an    unexplored    tile   and  
choose   not   to   sail,   you   must    explore    it   as   follows:  

1.   Flip   the   tile   it   to   its   face-up   side.  

2.   If   the   tile   has   a   purple   triangle   printed   on   its   face,   collect   Mariner’s   Arcana   from   the   supply   equal  
to   the   number   inside   the   triangle.  

3.   If   it   is   a   fish   tile,   add   fish   tokens   equal   to   the   number   of   fish   printed   on   the   tile.   If   it   is   an   island  
tile,   add   item   tokens   equal   to   the   number   of   islands   printed   on   the   tile.  

Collect   Mariner’s   Arcana   only   when   you   explore   an   unexplored   tile.   Do   not   collect   Arcana   tokens  
when   you   sail   to   a   tile   that   is   already   face-up.   Only   explore   tiles   that   your   ship   is   on   during   this  
phase   of   your   turn.   Do   not   explore   tiles   that   you   begin   your   turn   on   (unless   you   choose   not   to   sail).  
Do   not   explore   tiles   that   you   move   to   a�ter   this   phase   of   your   turn.  

3.   Action   Phase  
A�ter   you    sail    and   possibly    explore ,   the   space   your   ship   is   on   will   determine   what   action   is   available  
to   you.   All   tile   actions   except   for   monster   attacks   are   optional.   If   your   ship   is   on   an   empty   ocean  
space,   the   only   action   that   may   be   available   to   you   is    Duel .   �e   following   tile   actions   correspond   to  
the   type   of   tile   your   ship   is   on   during   the   action   phase   of   your   turn.  

Collect   Item   (island   tile)  
If   you   are   on   an   island   tile   with   least   1   item   token   on   it,   you   may    collect    1   item   during   the   action  
phase   of   your   turn.   Take   the   item   token   from   the   island   tile   and   place   it   face   up   in   an   empty   hold  
space   on   your   ship   board.   If   you   do   not   have   free   space   for   the   item,   you   may   discard   other   cargo   to  
make   room   (see    Free   Actions ,   p.   16).  

Fish   (fish   tile)  
If   you   are   on   a   fish   tile,   you   may    fish    during   the   action   phase   of   your   turn.   �e   outcome   of   your  
fishing   will   be   decided   by   a   test   of   your   crew’s    skill .   (see    Strength   and   Skill ,   p.   7).   When   you   are   done  

rolling,   count   the   number   of   fish   icons     and   tentacle   icons   you   rolled.   Collect   1   fish   token  
from   the   tile   for   each   fish   icon   you   rolled.   If   there   are   fewer   fish   tokens   on   the   tile   than   the   number  
of   fish   icons   you   rolled,   collect   all   the   tokens   that   are   on   the   tile.   If   you   collect   more   fish   tokens   than  
can   be   stored   in   the   available   spaces   in   your   hold,   you   must   discard   the   remaining   fish   tokens   or  
throw   other   cargo   overboard   to   make   free   space   (see    �row   Overboard ,   p.   16).  
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Whether   or   not   you   collect   any   fish,   you   must   move   the   Kraken   1   space   closer   to   you   for   each  
tentacle   icon   you   rolled.  

If   the   Kraken   moves   onto   your   space,   do   not   move   it   any   more.   If   the   Kraken   could   move   to   1   of   2  
possible   spaces   that   are   equally   close   to   you,   you   must   choose   between   them.   �e   Kraken   attacks  
any   players   who   are   on   the   space   where   it   ends   its   movement,   but   does   not   attack   any   players   who  
are   on   spaces   it   moves   through   (see    Kraken   attacks ,   p.   10).  

Fight   Monster   (monster   tile)  
If   your   ship   is   on   a   tile   with   a   title   banner,   instruction   text,   and   a   red   background,   you   are   on   a  
monster   tile   and   the   monster   attacks   your   ship!   You   must    fight    the   monster   during   the   action  
phase   of   your   turn.   �e   outcome   of   the   fight   will   be   decided   by   a   test   of   your   crew’s    strength .   (see  
Strength   and   Skill ,   p.   7).  

To   defeat   the   monster,   you   will   have   to   roll   at   least   as   many   sword   icons  
as   the   monster’s   power,   which   is   indicated   by   a   number   at   the   far   right  
of   its   name   banner.  

When   you   are   done   rolling,   count   the   number   of   sword   icons     and  

tentacle   icons     you   rolled.   If   your   dice   show   at   least   as   many   swords  
as   the   monster’s   power,   then   you   defeat   the   monster!   Take   the   monster  
tile   from   the   ocean   board   and   place   it   in   an   empty   hold   space   on   your  
ship   board.   It   is   now   a   trophy.  

�is   monster’s   power   is   3,   so   at  
least   3   swords   are   required   to  

defeat   it.  

If   you   roll   fewer   swords   than   the   monster’s   power,   the   monster   defeats   you.   You   must   resolve   any  
penalties   described   on   the   monster’s   tile.   �en   you   must   demoralize   crew   equal   to   the   monster’s  
power.  

Example:   A�ter   resolving   a   test   of   strength,   your   dice   show   2   swords   against   a   monster   with   a   power   of   3,   so   the  
monster   defeats   you.   Since   the   monster’s   power   is   3,   you   must   demoralize   3   crew.  

Whether   you   defeat   the   monster   or   not,   you   must   move   the   Kraken   1   space   closer   to   you   for   each  
tentacle   icon   showing   on   your   dice   at   the   end   of   the   fight.   If   the   Kraken   moves   to   your   space,   do  
not   move   it   any   more.   If   the   Kraken   could   move   to   1   of   2   possible   spaces   that   are   equally   close   to  
you,   you   must   choose   between   them.  

�e   Kraken   attacks   any   players   who   are   on   the   space   where   it   ends   this   movement,   but   does   not  
attack   any   players   who   are   on   spaces   it   moves   through.   Resolve   any   Kraken   attacks    a�ter    you   resolve  
the   e�fects   of   the   monster   fight   (see    Kraken   attacks ,   p.   10).  
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Until   they   are   defeated,   monster   tiles   remain   on   the   board   and   the   monsters   will   attack   any   player  
who   sails   to   their   tiles.   Monsters   do   not   accumulate   damage   and   always   attack   with   their   full  
power.  

Encounter   (encounter   tile)  
If   you   are   on   a   tile   with   a   title   banner,   instruction   text,   and   a   blue   background,   this   is   an   encounter  
tile.   Encounter   tiles’   instructions   always   begin   with   “Action:”   to   indicate   that   you   may   resolve   the  
e�fects   of   the   tile   as   an   action.   Resolving   an   encounter   action   is   always   optional.  

Shore   Leave   (port)  
If   you   are   on   either   of   the   2   port   spaces,   you   may    take     shore   leave .   When   you   take   shore   leave,  
redeem   any   cargo   in   your   hold   for   its   Renown   value   and    calm    all   of   your   demoralized   crew.  

Gain   1   Renown   for   each   fish   barrel   token   or   each   set   of   3   fish   tokens   that   you   redeem.   You   may   keep  
any   le�tover   fish.  

Gain   1   Renown   for   each   Artifact   you   redeem.  

Gain   Renown   equal   to   the   total   number   of   star   icons   printed   on   any   trophies   you   redeem.  

Remove   the   redeemed   tokens   from   your   ship   board   and   move   your   Renown   token   to   your   new  
Renown   level.   Artifacts   and   trophies   redeemed   in   this   way   are   removed   from   the   game.   Return   fish  
tokens   and   barrels   to   the   supply.  

If   the   Shore   Leave   action   brings   your   total   Renown   to   6   or   more,   the   game   ends   immediately   and  
you   are   the   winner.  

Duel   (any   non-monster,   non-port   space)  
If   your   ship   is   on   any   space   that   is   not   a   monster   and   not   a   port,   instead   of   resolving   that   tile’s  
action,   you   may    duel    another   player   whose   ship   is   within   1   space   of   yours.   If   you   duel   another  
player,   you   may   not   take   another   action   on   your   turn.  

Once   a   duel   is   declared,   both   players   may   not   discard   any   tokens   or   kill   any   crew   until   the   duel   is  
resolved.   �is   means   that   both   players   may   not   use   any   consumables,   throw   any   cargo   overboard,  
or   make   an   example   of   any   crew.  

�e   outcome   of   the   duel   is   decided   by   the   two   players   making   competing   tests   of    skill .   Both   players  
roll   dice   equal   to   their   crew’s   total   skill.   �e   player   who   rolls   more   sword   icons   is   the   winner.  
Tentacle   and   fish   icons   have   no   e�fect   during   duels.   If   both   players   roll   the   same   number   of   sword  
icons,   both   players   re-roll   all   their   dice.  
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If   you   win   a   duel,   you   may   capture   the   contents   of   any   1   hold   space,   or   any   1   crew   from   the   loser’s  
ship.   Captured   crew   include   any   tokens   that   cover   them.   You   may   replace   dead   crew   with   captured  
crew,   or   replace   a   sailor   with   a   promoted   version   of   the   same   crew   member.   You   may   not   have  
more   than   one   crew   member   of   the   same   type   on   your   ship   board.  

When   capturing   tokens,   you   may   discard   any   tokens   from   your   ship   to   make   room   for   the   captured  
token(s),   or   you   may   discard   the   captured   token(s).   Any   item   or   crew   tokens   discarded   this   way   are  
considered    thrown   overboard    (see    �row   Overboard ,   below).  

If   you   lose   a   duel,   you   may   not   use   consumables,   discard   tokens,   or   kill   crew   until   the   winner   has  
made   their   capture.  

4.   Promotion   Phase  
At   the   end   of   your   turn,   you   may   pay   3   Arcana   to    promote    one   of   your   sailors.   Indicate   the  
promotion   by   �lipping   their   token   over   to   reveal   their   special   ability.   You   may   promote   sailors   who  
are   currently   demoralized,   but   they   remain   demoralized   a�ter   the   promotion.   You   may   not  
promote   dead   sailors.  

Free   Actions  
Free   actions   can   be   taken   at   any   time,   including   on   other   players’   turns   or   before   the   resolution   of  
another   e�fect   (except   duels).  

Use   Consumable  
Most   consumable   items   can   be   activated   by   discarding   them   at   any   time.   You   may   only   use  
consumable   items   that   are   already   in   your   ship’s   hold.   You   may   not   use   a   consumable   item   that   you  
have   just   acquired   but   cannot   fit   in   your   hold.   You   may   use   a   consumable   that   is   already   in   your  
hold   in   order   to   make   room   for   a   newly   acquired   item.  

Any   time   you   discard   an   item   token,   it   is   removed   from   the   game.  

�row   Overboard  
Any   of   your   cargo   can   be   discarded   at   any   time.   For   example,   you   may   discard   the   contents   of   any  
hold   space   in   order   to   place   new   cargo   in   that   space.   Any   time   you   throw   an   item   or   trophy  
overboard,   remove   its   token   from   the   game.   If   you   throw   fish   or   fish   barrels   overboard,   return   the  
tokens   to   the   supply.  
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Blockade  
When   another   player   enters   the   same   non-port   space   as   your   ship,   you   may   immediately    blockade  
that   player.   If   you   choose   to   blockade   another   player,   they   may   not   sail   any   further,   and   you   must  
immediately    duel    that   player.   A�ter   the   duel   is   resolved,   that   player   finishes   their   turn.  

Make   an   Example  
In   addition   to   making   an   example   of   one   of   your   crew   during   a   mutiny,   you   may   also   choose   to  
make   an   example   of   a   crew   member   at   any   time.    Kill    the   chosen   crew   member   and    calm    all   your  
demoralized   crew.  

2-Player   Rules  
In   a   two-player   game,   do   not   pass   the   First   Player   token   at   the   end   of   each   round.   Instead,   one  
player   reads   all   event   cards   and   the   other   player   sets   the   wind   direction   tile   and   moves   the   Kraken  
each   round.  

FAQ   /   Reference  
Forbidden   Runes    -   If   two   or   more   players   use    Forbidden   Runes    in   succession,   Kraken   attacks   are  
resolved   only   for   the   final   space   where   the   Kraken   ends   its   movement.   Any   time   the   Kraken   moves  
closer   to   a   player,   it   stops   moving   if   it   reaches   that   player’s   space.   �at   player   or   another   player   on  
that   space   may   use    Forbidden   Runes    to   move   the   Kraken   again   before   it   attacks.  

Jeweled   Skull    -   If   the   Jeweled   Skull   is   in   your   ship’s   hold,   you   may   not    Make   an   Example    to   calm  
crew.  

Lead   Totem    -   If   Lead   Totem   is   in   your   ship’s   hold,   you   must   resolve   storm   movements   as   normal.  
Lead   Totem’s   e�fect   overrides   any   crew   e�fects.  

Onyx   Tentacle    -   If   Onyx   Tentacle   is   in   your   ship’s   hold,   you   may   take   the   fish   action,   but   you   must  
immediately   discard   any   fish   tokens   you   collect.  
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